Mini
Boho
Hanger
A Crochet Pattern by Anzi's Wood
www.anziswhimsicalworld.co.uk

Materials

Abbreviations- UK Terminology

Womens Institute Home Cotton
4.5mm Crochet Hook

CH – Chain
SLST – Slip Stitch
DC- Double Crochet
TR- Treble Crochet
ST – Stitch(es)
SKST – Skip stitch

Size

17 cm length, 10 cm width ( not including hanger ,
tassels or fringe
Notes

Use any yarn , I used plain cotton but t-shirt
yarn , acrylic or macrame cord would be
finejust be aware this will affect the size of the
finished item
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Pattern Instructions

PART 1
1. Ch 13, Turn (12)
2. DC 12 across (12)
3-13 Ch3 (counts as stitch ) TR 11 (12)
4- 9 CH3 , SKST, TR, TR in SKST ( this forms a cross). Repeat across row to 5 crosses per row) , Turn (12)
5-7 CH3 TR 11, Turn.
Fold over the last 3 rows of trebles to form the space for the dowelling or stick. It is a good idea to check
that it will fit now. You can always add another row of trebles if necessary.
Crochet down the side with DCs until you reach the Trebles created in rows 3-13. Fold the opposite way to
the flap for the dowelling by folding the rows of trebles in half to meet each other forming a pocket.
Check that your pot will fit in here.( Dowelling flap is on the WS and the flap for the pot is on the RS) .
Continue with the DCs until you reach the bottom. Fasten off. Reattach yarn on opposite edge with RS
facing you and DC up to the top. Leave a long enough yarn to sew the dowelling flap closed along the
bottom of the seam and fasten off. Sew closed using running stitch. You should now have a flap on the
back for the dowelling and a pocket on the front for the pot.
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The tassels were made by wrapping the yarn 15 times around a paracetamol box. Tie a separate piece
of yarn through the top to hold together and cut the bottom to form the tassel. Tie another piece of
yarn around the top to form the bobble. Attach to hanger base.
Push a 20cm piece of thin dowelling or stick through the top flap and attach 1 piece of jute or string on
either side so you can hang the item up.

Will fit a 6cm diameter , 6 cm tall terracotta pot or the faux succulents available at Aldi at the
moment.
The hanger measures 17cm approx not including hanger, tassels or fringe.

Insert your doweling or stick and tie some rope or string to form a hanger for your mini hanging
garden.
You can add or subtract rows to make it longer or shorter, add a fringe tassels or beads to jazz it
up. Don't forget to tag us in your makes @anziswhimsicalworld #anziswood
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Anzi's Wood

We are currrently cruising the British waterways in our
beautiful wooden topped narrowboat and would love you
to join us on this magical journey. Inspired by our
wonderful surroundings, our creations vary from crochet to
metal work. You can follow our travels by subscribing to
my blog here. Thank you for chosing this pattern , I do
hope you enjoy it.
Happy making!
Sinéad x

This pattern and its images are copyright protected
and the sole property of Anzi's Wood.
Please do not redistribute, transfer, or sell the pattern,
or alter it to claim as your own. You may sell any
products you create from this pattern. Please credit
the designer by linking online listings
www.anziswhimsicalworld.co.uk or tagging
@anziswhimsicalworld #anziswood
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